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Leading organization seeks brilliant executives-in -the-making
The organization:perhaps the most important
in the world today...186,000,000 sharehold-
ers in this country alone...an area of distri-
bution extending millions of miles upward
and outward.
The immediate business at hand: protecting
and sustaining the peace—our very survival.
There are some who would describe this
organization as non-profit. And there are
others, who would more thoughtfully deem
its investments, dividends, and assets noth-
ing less than priceless.
Today, thousands of selected young college
graduates are joining that organization in
responsible executive positions. They join to
serve as officers in the United StatesAir Force.
The resources at hand for the career devel-
opment of these applicants are matchless.
They are participating in the world's most
advanced research and development pro-
grams. Engineering, science, administration
—each career field calls for the services of
forward-looking graduates who will assume
vital responsibilities. The start of an out-
standing career awaits you in this organiza-
tion where success is more than a corporate
objective—because if it doesn't happen here,
it won't happen anywhere.
For details on the opportunities open to you
as an Air Force officer, mail this coupon.
There's a place for tomorrow's leaders on
the Aerospace Team. U.S. Air Force.
OFFICER CAREER INFORMATION
Dept. EM210, Box 805
New York 1, N. Y.
Please send me complete details on











Learning never stops for engineers at Western Electric
There's no place at Western Electric for engineers who feel
that college diplomas signify the end of their education.
However, if a man can meet our quality standards and feels
that he is really just beginning to learn . . . and if he is
ready to launch his career where learning is an important
part of the job and where graduate-level training on and off
the job is encouraged — we want and need him.
At Western Electric, in addition to the normal learning-
while-doing, engineers are encouraged to move ahead in
their fields by several types of-educational programs.
Western maintains its own full-time graduate engineering
training program, seven formal management courses, and a
tuition refund plan for out-of-hours college study.
This learning atmosphere is just one reason why a career
at Western Electric is so stimulating. Of equal importance,
however, is the nature of the work we do. Our new engi-
neers are taking part in projects that implement the whole
art of modern telephony from high-speed sound transmission
and solar cells, to electronic telephone offices and computer-
controlled production techniques.
Should you join us now, you will be coming to Western
Electric at one of the best times in the company's history.
In the management area alone, several thousand supervisory
jobs are expected to open up to W.E. people within the next
10 years. And our work of building communications equip-
ment and systems becomes increasingly challenging and
important as the communications needs of our nation and
the world continue to increase.
Challenging opportunities exist now at Western Electric for electrical,
mechanical, industrial, and chemical engineers, as well as physical
science, liberal arts, and business majors. All qualified applicants will
receive careful consideration for employment without regard to race,
creed, color or national origin. For more information about Western
Electric, write College Relations, Western Electric Company, Room 6205,
222 Broadway, New York 38, New York. And be sure to arrange for a




MANUFACTURING AND SUPPLY UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM
Principal manufacturing locations at Chicago, III.; Kearny, N. J.; Baltimore, Md.; Indianapolis. Ind.: Allentown and laureldale. Pa.; Winston-Salem, N. C.; Buffalo, N. Y,. North Andover,
Mass., Otnaha, Neb„ Kansas City, Mo.; Columbus, Ohio; Oklahoma City, Okla. Engineering Research Center, Princeton, N. J Teletype Corporation, Skokie, and
Little Rock, Ark. Also Western Electric distribution centers in 33 cities and installation headquarters in 16 cities. Genera! headquarters. 195 Broadway, New York 7, N. Y.






A cherry red flame means strontium . . . white means magnesium . . .
blue, cobalt. When Morton Salt scientists burn salt samples in the
spectrophotometer symbolized above, they can determine the presence of
otherwise imperceptible mineral traces. This flame photometry is an im-
portant part of Morton's salt research procedure. This month's cover
is used through the courtesy of the Morton Salt Company, Industrial
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Let's look at the price of eggs
What did you pay for eggs this week? Probably a little more or a little less than last week. Prices of things go
up and down because of many factors . . . such as supply and demand, wages, materials and shipping costs,
and needed profits. It all gets more complex when you consider taxes and competition, or compare our econ-
omy to that of other countries. Now millions of people can learn more about economics from a stimulating
series of television programs on The American Economy. Conducted by leading educators and economists,
"College of the Air” will describe how our economic system works . . . how it provides stability and growth
. . . how it enhances individual freedom. Starting this fall, The American Economy will appear on the CBS
television network as five one-half hour programs per week for 32 weeks . . . equal to two semesters of col-
lege classes. With the belief that only through broader education can we meet the growing needs of
tomorrow, American business is giving financial support to "College of the Air." The people of
Union Carbide are proud to be among the donors to such a worthwhile project.
A HAND IN THINGS TO COME
UNION
CARBIDE
COLLEGE CREDIT will be given by many colleges for The American Economy. For names of
participating colleges and local viewing times, write Union Carbide Corporation, 270 Park Avenue, New York 17, N.Y.
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editorials
When the students stop their cribbing and the weary
are at rest,
When I've made a million dollars on Wall Street
to invest,
When saloons close up at midnight and on Sunday
sell no beer,
Then I'll be a Poly Graduate and a hell of an
engineer.
The opening verse of "Ramblin' Wreck," familiar to
all Rose men, sums up nicely the feelings of the average
R. P. I. undergraduate. Even to the seniors, who sup-
posedly stand a good chance of donning cap and gown
in a few months, graduation seems far down the road.
To the freshmen, commencement may seem even farther
away, and we can tell them that there will be times
when the apparent distance will approach infinity. To
many, putting an end to Sunday beer will seem like
child's play compared to surviving another finals week.
We know of no undergraduate who has made his
million, and we couldn't honestly say that cribbing is
at an end. Nevertheless, we feel safe in predicting that
there will be a Class of '63 and that Rose will continue
to graduate about half the men who enter each year.
Why does a man pay high tuition to come to a school
with no girls and beat his brains out for four years?
Simply because he is convinced that Rose will help him
to become "a hell of an engineer"—or mathematician or
physicist or chemist. There is ample evidence in the
alumni register that his belief is well-founded. There is
even stronger evidence, which cannot be shown on paper
but which is gathered from personal contacts with alum-
ni, that Rose will help a student to become a hell of a
man. No one can fail to be impressed by the character,
spirit, and loyalty of Rose alumni such as is displayed
at Homecoming.
It is probable that the curriculum has not been the
main factor in producing outstanding graduates at Rose.
Other schools have similar courses. More important in
the shaping of a Rose man is the general atmosphere
of the school. That atmosphere would be difficult to ex-
plain. An important part of it is an attitude of respect
for such qualities as honesty, forthrightness, fairness,
and loyalty, while qualities such as pretense, deceit, lazi-
ness, and conceit, are unwelcome. Perhaps it will suffice
to say that it is evident to anyone who has visited several
colleges that the Rose atmosphere is unique. We have
never felt that Rose is perfect, as is obvious to those
familiar with the Technic editorial page, but we do be-
lieve that this character-building atmosphere along with
excellent instruction makes Rose a great school.
Student morale is ordinarily at it's lowest in the
spring semester, when the combined effects of a long
winter and the Rose grind begin to take their toll. There
is little doubt that this lower morale is harmful to the
Institute as a whole.
This year the problem promises to be worse than
usual. With the completion of the new dormitory, upper-
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classmen who do not live at home or in fraternity
houses will be forced to live on campus the second se-
mester, and many will be doing so grudgingly. Regard-
less of their feelings, it is quite likely that the Institute
will survive. Nevertheless, it would seem wise to do as
much as possible to head off the probable nosedive in
student morale.
One step which can be taken is to allow upper-
classmen the option of taking meals on or off cam-
pus. It would seem feasible to allow these men to
purchase cafeteria meal tickets a week in advance,
either for specific meals or for the whole week, so that
they might eat off campus when they choose.
Most campus residents would probably choose to eat
on campus most of the time under such a plan, since the
cafeteria can underprice any other available eating
place. But the alternative of eating off campus would
provide a quick answer to those who complain that the
cafeteria food is as tasty as a damp dish rag: "Either
quit complaining or eat somewhere else."
If the latter possibility is chosen it should not be
harmful to the Institute, since the cafeteria operation is
not intended to make a large profit, and the operation
will probably be strained to capacity anyway. At any
rate, such a plan should make the situation a little more
pleasant for all students concerned.
M. E. G.
Two years ago it was brought to the attention of the
Student Council that the Rose Poly Bookstore had quite
a large sum of money on hand. Over the years the Co-
operative had accumulated some $22,000, on which it
was drawing approximately $700 interest per annum.
During the summer before that year the Bookstore had
been completely remodeled; new lighting, a new ceiling,
and more storage space being among the improvements.
Naturally it seemed strange that after all this face-lifting
the Bookstore still had this large sum in government
securities, so the Council began further investigation.
The present Bookstore Cooperative was founded in
1942, and a constitution was drawn up then. Since that
time, each student and faculty member has been assess-
ed $1.00, or $.25 per year dues, which entitles them to
the privileges of members of the Cooperative. Among
the advantages of membership is a 10% discount on
textbooks, clothing, and other merchandise. A student
(or faculty member) recovers his investment on buying
his first $10.00 book.
Where was this non-profit Cooperative making so
much money? This question didn't concern the Council.
The point was, the money was there and the Council
decided to take action to try to make better use of it.
On checking the constitution, the Council found that
the only use that could be made of such money was in
physically improving the Bookstore. The brand new
bookstore obviously didn't need much more improve-
ment, so the council vowed to draw an amendment to
the constitution allowing the funds or the interest on
the same to be used for other than improvements. Here
is where they ran into a brick wall.
In order to amend the constitution, a 243 vote of all the
members of the cooperative was required. The members
consisted of all faculty members, alumni, and students
since 1942. The Council decided that the first step to
take would be to alter this clumsy amendment pro-
cedure, and they formulated a plan of action that has
just been successfully completed this past month.
Students on the council drew up a new amendment
plan whereby the members of the cooperative are di-
vided into three groups, "Student members," "Faculty
members," and "Alumni members." Under this new
plan, only present students will vote on amendments to
the Bookstore constitution. This plan, however, was to
be an amendment itself, and must be passed according
to the original constitution. This required mailing pro-
posed changes along with a ballot form to every mem-
ber—alumni, student, and faculty, for a 2A majority ap-
proval. This was done two years ago and finally, in
September 1962, the amendment is passed. The major
battle is won.
At the present time Bookstore investments have
reached $24,000, still frozen by the constitution. It is
important that we, the present students, take immediate
action toward obtaining either the interest on these
securities or part of the principal for use in constructive
projects.
Such money has many possibilities. It could be used
for a scholarship fund, or for grants or loans. It could
be used to improve recreational facilities on campus.
There is perhaps enough for a one or two lane bowling
alley, or a swimming pool. Think of the ping-pong and
pool tables this money would buy, or the tennis courts
it would build. Sufficient funds could possibly be ob-
tained to construct an all-winter ice-skating rink.
Another possible use for the Bookstore securities is
in underwriting an activity of a campus organization
that calls for more funds than the organization has on
hand. An example of this last is the following: The
"Rinky-Dink Club" wants to bring The Dukes of Dixie-
land to the field house for a concert. Tickets would be
sold at St. Mary's, State and all the high schools in
Terre Haute for $5.00 apiece, to cover the cost and prob-
ably make a sizable profit for the organization. Before
this band would sign a contract they must have proof
of payment, and this is where the Bookstore funds
would come in. While the money would probably never
be touched in such a situation, it would facilitate the
staging of such a concert, and by doing so would pro-
mote spirit and enthusiasm.
From the above examples it is easy to see that the
funds obtainable from the Bookstore backlog could be
put to use in many ways. To do so would require an
active Student Council and a two-thirds majority vote
of the present students.
J. G. G.
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Within the past fifteen years,
since the end of World War II, a
profound change in engineering ed-
ucation and practice has been taking
place. This change has a number of
causes, including unprecedented de-
velopments in mathematics and the
physical sciences; an increasing
awareness of the social responsibil-
ity of engineers and scientists; the
drop in engineering enrollment; and
perhaps most important, a national
awareness of the vital necessity for
excellence in education.
Although Alfred North Whitehead
first emphasized this latter issue in
England in 1916, and many others
DR. JOHN A. LOGAN, President
Rose Polytechnic Institute
have reiterated his warning since
that time, it has taken the realiza-
tion of Russian scientific and techno-
logical progress to bring Whitehead's
warning home to the United States:
"When one considers . . . the im-
portance of this question of the
education of a nation's young, the
broken lives, the defeated hopes,
the national failures, which result
from the frivolous inertia with
which it is treated, it is difficult
to restrain within oneself a sav-
age rage. In the conditions of mod-
ern life the rule is absolute, the
race which does not value trained
intelligence is doomed. Not all
your heroism, not all your social
charm, not all your wit, not all
your victories on land or at sea,
can move back the finger of fate.
Today we maintain ourselves. To-
morrow science will have moved
forward yet one more step, and
there will be no appeal from the
judgment which will then be pro-
nounced on the uneducated." '
As we now are in the midst of this
change in engineering education and
practice, it is impossible to know
1. A. North Whitehead, "The Aims of Education;
Presidential Address to the Mathematical Asso-
ciation of England, 1916." The Aims of Edu-
cation, Mentor Books, New York, 1949 (26).
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what the final outcome will be. One
thing, however, appears to be cer-
tain; the changes are important and
far-reaching enough to justify the
term "revolution"—changes which
can be compared in magnitude with
those which took place at the begin-
ning of the First Engineering Revo-
lution well over a hundred years
ago.
The First Engineering Revolution
was characterized by the union of
science and engineering, and corre-
sponded, in time, to the beginnings
of the Industrial Revolution in Eng-
land. This union of science and en-
gineering was of profound impor-
tance, but was not spectacular nor
marked by any immediate concrete
results. However, as mutual under-
standing increased, engineering ca-
pability soon equalled, and then sur-
passed, the great feats of the ancient
world, and technological develop-
ment from 1800 through 1950 ap-
pears, in retrospect, to have been
one long success story. Its accom-
plishments covered a broad spec-
trum of human activities—power,
communications, transportation, ag-
riculture, public health, labor-saving
devices, mass production, and the
control and adaptation of man's
physical environment. These accom-
plishments formed the basis for new
standards of living in terms of com-
fort, convenience, leisure and health.
Although the engineering profession
lacked unity, although it complained,
often without justification, about its
status both financially and prestige-
wise, it seemed at the close of World
War II to be at the peak of its power.
What made a new revolution neces-
sary? What brought it about?
At the very peak of engineering
power a new, and often unrecog-
nized, development was taking place
which has had the effect of making
large parts of the engineers' profes-
sional background obsolete; unprece-
dented progress was being made in
mathematics and the physical sci-
ences. Because, in general, engineer-
ing education did not keep pace with
these developments and, as they
were not quickly incorporated into
practice, a new type of scientist-
engineer often had to move in to
handle problems that engineers did
not fully comprehend. This, in fact,
posed (and still poses) a serious
threat to engineering, and has led
more than one ever-enthusiastic sci-
entist to predict that engineers were
no longer necessary; that scientists
could take over the work of engi-
neers and that engineers, in turn,
could properly withdraw to the role
of technicians.
Another important factor has been
the engineer's failure to appreciate
(or assume) his professional respon-
sibility for the social and economic
impact of his work. Professor A. J.
S. Pippard was one of the first to
point out that, both in Great Britain
and in the United States, far too
little concern about "why" the prob-
lem was being considered. In Pro-
fessor Pippard's opinion, the differ-
ence between the "why" and the
"how" approach is essentially the
difference between the technologists
and the technician.
A third factor has been that of
"excellence" of the engineer's educa-
tion. While doctors, lawyers, physi-
cists, and chemists long since have
found it necessary to demand train-
ing to the doctoral level (or equiva-
lent) for the mastery of their fields,
the engineer has assumed that a
bachelor's degree is sufficient in a
field much broader than that of the
scientist, and certainly equivalent in
depth to that of the doctor or lawyer.
These new developments have had
at least a partial expression in terms
of lack of prestige and decreasing in-
terest in engineering as a profession,
the latter a particular cause of con-
cern in some of the oldest of the pro-
fessional groups, civil and mechani-
cal engineering.
The steps being taken to under-
stand and rectify the present situa-
tion constitute the Second Engineer-
ing Revolution!
Before discussing these important
developments, it might be well to
emphasize, once again, the essential
difference between science and engi-
neering. Engineers are not scien-
tists, nor are scientists engineers,
either in temperament, education, or
practice. As Fortune magazine stat-
ed, in its excellent article on M.I.T.
in its February 1961 issue: "The
scientists must have the primary
aim of understanding nature and
enlarging knowledge without regard
for any immediate practical use; the
engineer must have the primary aim
of controlling nature by converting
new scientific principles to practical
use. The scientist is primarily a
thinker, the engineer, a doer." 2
Some writers have designated eco-
nomics as the "crucible" in which all
engineering works must eventually
be tested, and have stressed the eco-
nomic nature of engineering; others
have stressed its practicality, the
emphasis on putting the discoveries
of pure science to human use. En-
gineering must by its nature be
broader than science, for the engi-
neer must usually draw on a broad
range of physical science, social sci-
ence, and mathematics to develop
economic solutions for the problems
at hand.
The Eisenhower Advisory Com-
mittee on scientific education states
that, "The scientist is one who seeks
to extend the boundaries of knowl-
edge in his chosen field. The engi-
neer has the task of combining the
knowledge of science with his knowl-
edge of the needs, and limitations of
human beings and of a human soci-
ety to develop and create new
"things" for human use."3
Granting that we are now in a pe-
riod of uncertainty and indecision
regarding the future of the profes-
sion, what is the trend in present
thinking as to the new type of engi-
neer that we need? Gordon S.
Brown, dean of engineering at
M.I.T., thinks that, "The future en-
gineer will be expected to know
much more about science than his
predecessor; but not only must he be
better informed about science, he
must know how to use it creatively
. . . these are the people who have
the enquiring creative ability and
depth of fundamental training to
2. Lawrence Leasing, "M.I.T. and the New Breed
of Hairy Ears," Fortune, Vol. 63, No. 2, Feb-
ruary, 1961 (129-137).
3. The President's Science Advisory Committee,
"Education for the Age of Science." The White
House, Washington, D.C. May 24, 1959 (21).
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propose superior solutions that ex-
ploit modern science and weave
them into the total fabric of society
. . . (We will train) engineers who,
as professional men, will work at
the frontier of their profession, be
highly sensitive to the economic, po-
litical and social consequences of
their actions, and bring forth the de-
sired new technologies, the very na-
ture of which are essentially un-
known during the period of their
formal education." 4
While Dean Brown was referring
specifically to the type of engineer
that M.I.T. plans to educate for the
future, it is a concept shared by a
great many others, including the
President's Advisory Committee,
many who attended the 1960
A.S.C.E. National Conference on En-
gineering Education, and Dean E. C.
Easton of Rutgers University. Dean
Easton, writing in a recent issue of
the E. J. C. Engineer, opposes the
present mass production of a broad
spectrum of engineering graduates
whose work ranges from that of tech-
nicians to that of high professional
responsibility, and stresses the need
for a new kind of superior education
for a more limited number of select-
ed engineers. "Engineers," he states,
"have the choice of becoming a
strong profession or a heterogeneous
and disorganized mass of technical
workers. The possibility of a profes-
sion exists because the work of the
engineer has a profound effect on
human welfare. Hence, engineers as
a group can form a profession by
dedicating themselves to use the
very highest technological skills un-
selfishly for the good of mankind and
by limiting membership in the pro-
fessions to those who possess the
very highest competence.
The engineering profession must
be sufficiently homogeneous to form
a recognizable image in the mind of
the public. It cannot consist of a
combination of such diverse elements
as creative designers, land surveyors
and technicians. The standards for
membership must be established at
a level which will admit only those
4. Gordon S. Brown, "The Revolution in Engin-
eering." The Boston Sunday Globe; M.I.T.
Centennial Issue, April 2, 1961.
who are capable of exerting a pro-
found effect on the welfare of soci-
ety through the creative application
of an extensive knowledge of sci-
ence. Persons capable only of rou-
tine technical operations must be
rigidly excluded.5
The President's Advisory Commit-
tee believes, "That we can well move
toward an enlarged concept of en-
gineering education involving an
even deeper interpenetration be-
tween engineering and science and
the identification of new areas of
association between engineering and
humanities and social sciences . . .
graduate schools in engineering
should be multiplied, expanded, and
improved all over the country. This
may well be the most important de-
velopment in engineering education
in the coming decade . . ." 6
It seems altogether likely that the
new engineer, the professional en-
gineer of the future, will have to be
educated to the doctoral level. This
may appear to be anomaly at a time
when there is grave national concern
about the shortage of engineers, the
majority of whom now acquire their
academic prerequisite for profession-
alism at the baccalaureate level.
There is no doubt about the down-
ward trend in engineering enroll-
ment, nor of our inferiority to Rus-
sia in number of engineers graduated
per year. Nevertheless, the real con-
cern should be that of excellence,
the quality rather than the quantity
of our engineers, and it should be
evident that pre-war standards of
engineering education are no longer
satisfactory.
Another characteristic of the new
engineer may well be his under-
standing of the social sciences and
his close working relationship with
social scientists. Although engineers
have agreed on the importance of
economics, sociology, political sci-
ence and the other social sciences,
this has been a much-neglected area
of engineering education; formal ed-
ucation in these fields has been more
through chance or individual initia-
5. E. C. Easton, "An Engineering Profession."
Engineer, The Quarterly Journal of E.J.C.;
Vol. II, No. 2, Summer 1961 (2).
6. The President's Science Advisory Committee,
Ibid (25)•
tive than by design. If engineering
is to acquire and maintain its true
professional status the social sci-
ences can no longer be relegated to
a role of minor importance. The op-
portunity now exists to take a bold
step forward and to initiate a pro-
gram which already has the sanc-
tion of some of the world's foremost
educational philosophers—the new
professional engineer could bridge
the gap between the two cultures,
between humanism and the physical
sciences.
The President's Advisory Com-
mittee recommends that, "We need
to encourage those engineering in-
stitutions which are experimenting
with this new degree of articulation,
this fusion of physical technology
with social technology, this closer
interaction of postdoctoral, graduate,
and undergraduate studies with the
spirit and example of research infus-
ing all of these educational levels.
Through such educational means
our engineering institutions can ac-
celerate the achievement of a pro-
gram in engineering education which
turns out engineers who can, while
achieving exceptional mastery of
their specialty, avoid the easy, nar-
row rut of 'excessive expertism' and
go on to demonstrate leadership in
human affairs—the capacity to use
and shape technology as a powerful
instrument for enhancing the quality
of our society and for contributing
to the solution of the great human
problems of our time." 7
The Harvard Engineering Society
Bulletin, in May 1961, states in an
editorial, "The engineer mediates
between the Scientist and Society,
translating social needs into current
scientific aims. . . . In underdevelop-
ed countries, and also in our own
country, the engineer must clearly
understand the societies in which his
plan seeks to operate, and be closely
aware of the interaction between
people and things." 8
Sir Eric Ashby, in Technology and
the Academics, puts it more clearly:
7. The President's Science Advisory Committee,
Ibid, (26-26).
8. Harvard Engineering Society Bulletin, The Ed-
itor Reports; Vol. 42, No. 3, May 1961 (2).
(Continued on Page 26)
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letter from an alumnus
by Mr. E. Miles Griffith
Class of '23
One of the finest assets of Rose is its alumni. They are outstanding
not only in the engineering profession but also in their loyalty to the
college. The Technic has written to several alumni and asked them ques-
tions of interest to Rose students, and we will present the comments of
one of these men each month.
Mr. E. Miles Griffith is the incoming president of the Alumni Associa-
tion. Mr. Griffith is Distribution Engineer for the Racine Water Company
in Racine, Wisconsin. He is a member of the class of '23, and his son
Warren graduated from Rose in 1961.
Mr. Griffith has long been known as an enthusiastic alumnus. We
asked him to explain that enthusiasm, to comment on changes in Rose and
engineering in the past forty years, to describe the activities of the Alumni
Association, and to offer a little of his personal philosophy. Here is
his reply.
Why my enthusiasm for Rose?
Well, "enthusiasm" and "a deep re-
gard for" are not of material defini-
tion — but rather "of the spirit" —
and that abstraction has many well-
springs compounded over much
time. I can only speak for myself
and in my case there are many com-
ponents. Starting with the belief be-
fore I ever attended Rose that it was
an outstanding college in it's field,
coupled with a gratitude for it's
existence that enabled me to con-
tinue my education, there followed
the conviction upon graduating that
my original belief had been correct.
Then to belief, gratitude and convic-
tion must be added many things of
this spirit — the contagion of sin-
cere dedication of "real fellow" out-
standing Faculty personnel and "la
camaraderie" of our class coupled
with all the experiences of our four
years at Rose.
Rose "spirit" or "enthusiasm" —
it sort of defies definition or explan-
ation — but maybe here's a "maver-
ick" description. I'm all for scholar-
ship — tho not the only one, it cer-
tainly is the main ingredient — but
the Class of "Umpteen" doesn't
come back to Homecoming and all it
means because "Joe Dokes" was
awarded the Heminway Medal. And
maybe freshmen should know
they're freshmen for a whole year
(after all it's an honor to be a Fresh-
man at Rose) — duck, Griffith — but
maybe you "get the picture" as the
idiom goes today.
Has Rose Poly changed in the last
40 years? — most assuredly — and
overall for the better I believe. I
think the necessary steps are being
continually explored and taken so
that Ro3e will meet the educational
requirements in its field in the years
to come. This has meant among other
things more graduate study activity
and increased humanities require-
ments. Fundamentals taught 40 years
ago or more are still valid but more
basic knowledge is being accumu-
lated with every passing year and it
all adds to the scope of undergradu-
ate study, and it surely presents
problems.
They say the "Engineer" will be-
come "the brain" and technicians
will be trained to be his "hand-
maidens," but when you see as I
have within the past few days a
senior engineering student in a large
University using as simple a tool as
a ruling pen "backwards'. and won-
(Continued on Page 33)
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The Technic takes pride in being the oldest engineering college magazine in continuous publi
cation in the United States. This issue begins a series of excerpts from Rose Technics of past years.
The founder of the magazine was W. A. Layman, class of '92. In addition to receiving the degree
of M.E. in that year, he received the M.S. in 1894, E.E. in 1899, and an honorary degree of Doctor
of Engineering from Rose Polytechnic Institute. He was president of the Wagner Electric Corporation
for many years. In a letter published in the Technic shortly before his death in 1950, Dr. Layman ex-
plained to Dr. Wilkinson, then President of Rose, how he happened to found the Rose Technic. That
letter is reprinted below, and on the facing page are excerpts from the first issue, dated June 12,
1891, most of which was apparently written by Layman himself. The advertisement pictured was
printed on the inside front cover. It's explanation will be left to Mr. Layman.
"You will pardon my injecting this
story into my letter, especially as,
so far as I am aware, no other Rose
student was ever accorded the lati-
tude of freedom of compliance with
the normal college regulations ex-
tended to me. As assistant to the
City Editor of the Terre Haute Daily
Express newspaper, a position ten-
dered me on high school graduation
by the then managing editor, it fell
my lot as a Reporter to take care
of all scholastic and industrial as-
signments—one such being to call
on Dr. T. C. Mendenhall, then Presi-
dent of Rose, each week, he being
a very fertile source of interesting
news items. In the course of this as-
signment, there developed for me a
very fine relationship with the Doc-
tor, and he became interested in
questioning me as to my plans for
advanced education. He had learned
that on my high school scholastic
record I had been awarded a scholar-
ship to Wabash College, of which I
was contemplating no practical use,
desiring instead to enter Ann Arbor
Law School as soon as I could accu-
mulate a financial reserve permitting
the venture, it being quite necessary
to hold on to my newspaper job.
Then in the most kindly way possible
Dr. Mendenhall proposed that I
enter Rose substituting Engineering
for Law.
"To make this financially possible
he further proposed that I retain my
newspaper position, he arranging
that I be master of my daily program
of college attendance, coming and
going as my job permitted—I to be
scholastically rated at Rose merely
on written examinations and not on
my class standings. I entered Rose
on this basis and no attention was
paid by the Faculty to my coming
and going from classes throughout
the four years of my attendance
there.
"Not long after entering Rose my
program was somewhat complicated
by the fact that I shifted from the
editorial staff of the morning news-
paper to the editorship of the Satur-
day Evening Mail—one of the popu-
lar weekly family newspapers, brief-
ing all general and local news for
its week-end readers. This appoint-
ment followed the death of the
owner and editor of the Mail, Mr.
Westfall, and was offered me by his
heirs, but it imposed a heavier call
upon my college attendance than
had my daily repertorial job, for this
new occupation required many hours
of evening work and my full day
each Friday.
"However, as a student I became
not a burner of midnight oil over col-
lege textbook, but an expert listener
to the lectures in classrooms during
recitation hours, and thus I traveled
the four-year route with the class of
1892, maintaining physical condition
by a great love of sports and mem-
bership during my four Rose years in
Rose's track and baseball teams.
When Dr. Mendenhall learned, as I
visited him for news items, not only
of my experiences as a newspaper re-
porter, but also that I had during
my four years in high school created
and edited as a private venture a
high school monthly paper, he called
me to his office one day to say that
Rose needed a monthly magazine
and it seemed a logical proposition
for me to organize one and become
its editor; thus the Rose Technic
came into existence."
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IN the area of college journalism a new factor today
appears—The Rose Technic. In character and in
scope its predominating idea shall be the promotion
of all interests of the Rose Polytechnic Institute, and
that this may most effectively be done, the editorial
board solicits the warmest co-operation of every person
connected with the institute. Undoubtedly there are
obstacles awaiting us in the journey we have under-
taken, but with each member of the faculty, each stu-
dent and each friend of the institute an enthusiastic
supporter, none are so great but tha t they may be over-
come. The general plan on which The Technic will be
operated contemplates a journal of intrinsic merit,
one which will not only contribute to the pleasure of
its readers, but to their education as well. In the de-
velopment of this plan the editorial staff will be in-
valuably assisted by the faculty of the institute, each
member of which has consented to contribute in rota-
tion some article of scientific and philosophical inter-
est. Assistance in this direction will also be given bST
our alumni, and thus there remains to the active board
of editors only the pleasant tasks of collecting and
presenting these valuable contributions as they are
offered, adding to the same those features of local
happenings necessary to the varied phases of the suc-
cessful college journal. Earnestly we solicit your sym-
pathy and assistance, promising such recognition of
the favor as it is in our power to give.
ROSE Polytechnic Institute was opened to the pub-lic on March 7, 1883, and graduated her first
class in June, 1885. Six short years have passed since
then, and in this brief period destiny has worked great
results for her. From a position of insignificance she
has advanced to great pre-eminence in the educational
world, making strides unparalleled in the history of
current events. From Maine to California her reputa-
tion for excellence is unquestioned, and from all points
of the compass do students come to reap the benefits
she is able to bestow. Time was when society demanded
that a young man should receive a classical education
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to properly cope with the problems of life. That day is
passed. Society today demands that he shall develop
his talents in lines that will make him competent to
meet the difficulties a practical civilization will present.
As the first named era stands opposed to the second, so
does the college stand opposed to the technical school.
One represents the passive phase of life, the other the
active. The influence of one is slowly ebbing, that of
the other rapidly flowing in. It is upon this tide of
rising popular favor Rose Polytechnic has mounted to
her station of prosperity, and is bound to attain still
greater laurels in years to come. The successes of six
brief cycles in eternity's journey are but precursors
of victories to come which in comparison will be as
planets are to stars in solar splendor.
THIS year it was the privilege of the Rose ballteam to play DePauw and Indiana University
on their own grounds. The experience was one never
to be forgotten. Mildly speaking, it may be likened to
the magnetic solenoid, repulsive at one end, attractive
at the other. At Greencastle the team was subjected
to insult of every character, and probably only escaped
bodily harm by the unsuspected kindness of provi-
dence. All this because we dared to win. At Blooming-
ton every compliment and every favor possible was
shown them. Thirty long hours, which in Greencastle
would have been intolerable, the boys were at the
mercy of the I. U. men, and never were thirty hours
more enjoyably spent. Previous to the game every
courtesy desired was extended the visitors, and after
the game, even though we again dared to win, favors
were only multiplied. As a concluding compliment a
reception was tendered the team, at which the leading
young ladies of Bloomington, seconded by the defeated
ball men, simply surpassed themselves in heaping
pleasures upon the guests. Certainly such treatment,
following upon the heels of that at DePauw was un-
expected, and could but make it beyond the power of
the Rose men to express or show their appreciation.
IT was not by accident that the Coates College and
Rose Polytechnic advertisements appear on the
same page of The Technic. Nature ordained a sympathy
between the two institutions which it is our duty to
promote. She admits no boys, we admit no girls. She
is at one end of the street car system, we are at the
other. It is meet that we should once a month clasp
hands, not necessarily as individuals, but rather as
institutions. Does this explanation explain?
IFE is real, life is earnest, but nevertheless un-
certain and as full of gentle surprises as a Hoosier
June of April showers. When on the 6th of June the
R. P. I. was, for a second time, drawn up in battle
array eagerly, yet quietly awaiting the report of the
first gun of a Field Day strife, the thought of victory
in even a small degree was almost extinguished. In-
deed, if after so triumphantly securing the baseball
pennant for 1891, the small army of Polytechnic ath-
letes might have been content to see a brother college
carry away the field day honors, had it been in its
power to do so. But with the motto, never yield with-
out a struggle, the front of Rose advanced almost
invincibly, and each point gained was marked by en-
thusiastic applause from the multitude of faithful
adherents.
FOUR games played and four won is our record.It is certainly a great record and let us rejoice.
It is, we hope, beginning to dawn upon some colleges
in Indiana that our success is not due to luck and that
because we have fewer students than any of the other
schools that it necessarily follows we cannot have a
good ball team. This opinion seemed to be entertained
by some of them, for last year at the meeting held at
Indianapolis to organize the Inter-state Collegiate
league, the wisdom of admitting the R. P. I. was dis-
cussed. However, we were admitted and our base ball
strength has been demonstrated, to our own satisfac-
tion at least, and we trust to that of others. There is no
time that victory is so sweet to us as when our oppon-
ent is confident of success. It was on this account that
DePauw's defeat caused such general and hearty re-
joicing. DePauw's admirers never entertained for a
moment the idea that R. P. I. would have even a
possible chance of winning. In consequence the result
of the game caused general sorrow among them. Our
other rivals were more modest in their claims and
even had we suffered defeat at their hands the burden
would have been easy to bear. Butler, I. U. and
Purdue each played good ball, but victory was destined
for us and in accordance they take rank below us.
The base ball stock company paid out 85 cents on
the dollar.
What has become of the Pyro club? Nothing has
been heard of it for some time.
The Faculty-Senior ball game will not come off this
year owing to the Faculty refusing to accept the
Senior challenge.
The Seniors had a couple of spirited debates in the
Chapel recently on the subjects of Free Trade and
Protection. We are sorry to say that neither side con-
vinced the other.
Professor Brown contemplates making quite a num-
ber of improvements in the shops this summer. The
blacksmith shop and the foundry will probably be re-
modeled, cement floors being put in, while the black-
smith shop is to have five new Buffalo forges.
In the 1891 catalogue we notice quite a number of
changes, most prominent of which are the addition of
the degrees of Master of Science, Electrical Engineer
and Civil Engineer, which the Board of Managers will
confer upon those who complete satisfactorily certain
prescribed courses. Knowledge of Plane Geometry has
also been added to the requirements for admission to
the Freshman class.
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A short talk
about a lifetime career
bY
"Here in the research department of American
Oil you're given an opportunity to work in many
phases of petroleum engineering. As a design-
economics engineer, I'm investigating the incen-
tives for proposed new technical ventures. These
projects provide a good background for greater
research department responsibilities and/or for
opportunities in marketing, production, or
general management."
Jim Bryce has a lot going for him: a Bachelor
of Chemical Engineering degree from Cornell, an
excellent start on his Masters degree in Business
Administration in Finance at Northwestern, and
a solid career opportunity at American Oil. Right
now, Jim's MBA work at Northwestern is being
paid for (75%) by American Oil on their Advanced
Education Plan.
Scores of ambitious and talented young men
like Jim Bryce have been attracted to American
Oil because of the wide range of research oppor-
tunities offered. American Oil is particularly
interested in : Chemists—analytical, electrochemical,
inorganic, physical, polymer, organic, and agri-
cultural ; Engineers — chemical, mechanical,
metallurgical, and plastics; Masters in Business
Administration with an engineering (preferably
chemical) or science background; Mathemati-
cians; Physicists.
For further information about a challenging
career for you in the Research and Development
Department of American Oil Company, write
to: D. G. Schroeter, American Oil Company,
P. O. Box 431, Whiting, Indiana.
IN ADDITION TO FAR-REACHING PROGRAMS INVOLVING FUELS.
LUBRICANTS AND PETROCHEMICALS, AMERICAN OIL AND ITS
AFFILIATE, AMOCO CHEMICALS, ARE ENGAGED IN SUCH
DIVERSIFIED RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS AS:
New and unusual polymers and plastics • Organic ions under electron
impact • Radiation-induced reactions • Physiochemical nature of
catalysts • Fuel cells • Novel separations by gas chromatography •
Application of computers to complex technical problems • Synthesis
and potential applications for aromatic acids • Combustion phenomena
• Solid propellants for use with missiles • Design and economics:
new uses for present products, new products. new processes • Cor-
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A BEAM THEME
Something that has the potential
to revolutionize the communications
industry and possibly other indus-
tries as well, is the relatively new
optical Maser. Although the prin-
ciple of the process has been known
since 1954, it has not been until re-
cently that researchers have made
significant inroads on the mysteries
of the device. Just what is this revo-
lutionary device? What makes it so
valuable to industry At what stage
of development is the Maser now?
Does Rose have any plans for re-
search with the device in the near
future?
The word Maser stands for Micro-
wave Amplification by Stimulated
Emission of Radiation. The correct
term for a Maser operating in the
range of visible light is Laser, for
Light Amplification by Stimulated
Emission of Radiation. After the
principle of the device was dis-
RUBY ROD /— ENCLOSURE
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covered by C. H. Townes of Colum-
bia University, the first prototype
was made in 1954.
A Maser operates on the principle
of fluorescence in that on exposure
to light of some frequency, the
fluorescent material emits light of a
lower frequency. The first Masers
utilized synthetic rubies, which are
single crystal aluminum oxide with
a small fraction of the aluminum
atoms replaced by Chromium atoms.
Atoms can absorb and emit energy
only in discreet energy levels. When
a photon is absorbed by an atom,
the internal energy of the atom is
increased. While in this state of ex-
citation, the atom may be stimulated
to emit a photon if it is struck by an
outside photon having precisely the
same energy as the one that would
have been emitted spontaneously by
the excited atom. Thus the incoming
photon is augmented by the photon
given up by the excited atom. The
newly emitted wave falls exactly in
phase with the stimulating photon,
producing what is known as Coher-
ent Light. Coherent light is that type
of light in which all the waves are
precisely in phase. Consider, for ex-
ample, pebbles being dropped ran-
domly into a pool. The resultant
waves are termed incoherent. Peb-
bles dropped at regular intervals in
the same place would produce waves
in phase which would be termed
coherent. All who have had sopho-
more physics are familiar with
Young's Double Slit experiment by
which coherence or incoherence of
light is determined by the presence
or absence of interference fringes.
The optical Maser takes advantage
of these phenomena.
A typical Maser consists of a
coiled, high intensity light source
around a ruby rod, usually four cen-
timeters long. The ends of the ruby
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are silvered, one end thin enough to
allow light to pass through. Encom-
passing this arrangement is a light
shield, open only at the thinly-silver-
ed end to allow the amplified light
to be utilized.
The optical Maser or Laser pro-
duces an intense and extremely
narrow beam of light. It is more than
a million times brighter than the
sun and the cone of light covers an
angle of only one tenth of a degree.
Some of the significant virtues of the
light produced are: (1.) highly
monochromatic, (2.) spatial and
time coherence, and (3.) intensity.
The potentialities of this device
are so vast that no one as yet knows
how useful it will ever become. The
most obvious use is in communica-
tions in which its intensity, coher-
ence, and monochromatic properties
at such high frequencies lend itself
to message carrying. An enormous
volume of information can be
carried once an effective means of
modulation is devised. This capacity
for carrying messages is due to the

























amount of information that can be
transmitted is directly proportional
to the frequency. The intense heat
from its beam can be used for fabri-
cating electronic devices, cutting,
and complex welding. The oppor-
tunities for basic research are tre-
mendous. Synthesis of wavelengths
may be a possible use. The Maser
might conceivably revolutionize the
chemical industry by enabling the
chemist to control more completely
the speed and efficiency of reactions
by stimuli of selected molecules.
Masers have been and are being used
to amplify signals from our experi-
mental communications satellites.
Recent research at Bell Tele-
phone Laboratories in Maser tech-
nology yielded the development of
a continuously operating Maser. Not
all Masers are made of rubies as is
evidenced by the fact that this con-
tinuously operating device utilizes a
single crystal rod of calcium tung-
sate containing Neodymium. Al-
though the light thus produced is out
of the visible range and in the infra-







Fig. 4. A—In the optical maser, a ruby rod presents chromium atoms
(shown by circles) to an oncoming wave of red light. The chromium
atoms have been put into an excited energy state by green "pumping"
light (shown by shading the circles) B--As the oncoming red light
passes an excited chromium atom, it may stimulate that atom to emit
its •xc•ss •nergy as red light, and thus amplify the oncoming ways,.
Th• atom is th•n let in its lowest en•rgy state (shown by the op•n
circle). C—Th• stimulat•d red light wave continues to pass through
the ruby rod, as th• green pumping light bathes the rod in •xciting
radiation. D--The amplified light wave stimulates •mission from oth•r
photographed and is just as useful
as the visible radiations.
Continuous operation, using a 900
watt, direct current lamp as a source
of stimulating light, was achieved
for five minutes with no decrease in
amplitude of the output of the Maser.
Other crystals containing Neodymi-
um show promise for continuously
operating Masers.
The knowledge of basic physics is
being vastly increased through the
use of Masers as is evidenced by a
recent experiment in which two
quanta or two photons were ab-
sorbed simultaneously by a crystal of
calcium fluoride. It was not thought
that this was possible.
According to a Bell System scien-
tist who reads the comic strips, the
Maser may one day be the notorious
death ray.
Currently the Rose Physics de-
partment has fond desires to pur-
chase a MASER kit for the purpose
of research and as a teaching instru-







•xcited chromium atoms with increasing effectiveness. But in any on•
pass through the rod it cannot stimulate emission from all th• excited
atoms. E—The green exciting light puts the atoms back into their
higher energy levels, providing energy which may be stimulated to
radiate during the next traverse of the stimulating red light. (No defl-
nit• phase relationship between red and green should be inferred.)
F--In order to stimulate maximum emission, the light wave is mode
to pass back and forth in the rod by reflection from the partially re-
flecting silvered ends. Red light which is transmitted through those
mirrori forms the usable output.





This month's Miss Technic is Carrie Norris.
Miss Norris is from Hammond, Indiana, and a
junior at Indiana State College where she is
majoring in Elementary Education.
A half life of approximately 35 years (of
which 1.75 is already shot) compounded with
a critical mass of 3.157 slugs makes her very
dangerous, therefore she should be approached
with caution and handled only after a thorough
understanding of her practical composition has
been acquired (an understanding of her the-
oretical composition would obviously be insig-
nificant). Even though she has tremendous
potential she couldn't possibly be used for the
construction of a nuclear bomb because the
critical dimensions of her basic figure (length
- 1.56 meters, perimeter from front to rear -
0.85 meters, 0.55 meters, and 0.84 meters) don't
even lend themselves to the fundamental de-
sign requirements — for the construction of a
nuclear bomb.
Therefore, to the physicist, she seems to have
no practical value, consequently she should be
discarded at the earliest opportunity.
By the way, Miss Norris couldn't make a
good engineer because she doesn't like beer —
just scotch.
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horsepower hoax
The term Horsepower is tossed
around today in such an off-hand
manner that few people without a
technical education understand what
is meant. Even those who do have
a technical background are usually
hazy about the subject. For instance,
what is the difference between SAE
gross horsepower and the Nett horse-
power rating? There is a difference.
HISTORICAL ORIGINS
The original definition of horse-
power was put forth by James Watt.
He conceived this unit as a means
of measuring the power output of
his pioneer steam engines. He based
the unit on his observation of horses
used as power sources in the coal
mines with which he was so
familiar.
His observation told him that a
normal horse could be expected to
lift 366 pounds at a speed of one foot
per second. Also, this horse could
sustain this for 60 seconds. Then he
set a precedent that has been all too
often followed in this particular
field. He added fifty per cent to this
figure. Therefore, one horsepower
represented the power required to
raise 33,000 pounds one foot in one
minute.
Modern determination of horse-
power usually consists of measuring
by Bob Finney
Junior M.E.
the torque output of the engine. This




What about the horsepower on
which you are taxed. This horse-
power is properly designated "rated
horsepower." It actually has no
meaning as a rate of power. The
value is determined by squaring the
bore in inches, multiplying by the
number of cylinders and dividing by
2.5. As an example of how mislead-
ing this terminology can be, the 1920
Mercer and Ford engines both had
a rated horsepower of 221/ by this
formula. The actual power of the
Mercer, however, was over three
times that of the Ford. This meant
that the displacement of the Mercer
was larger by stroke, which accounts
for the power difference.
WORLD PRACTICE
Horsepower throughout the world
is not standard. Watt's unit is gen-
erally the base figure, but certain
countries have similar but different
concepts of horsepower. For in-
stance, French horses are two per
cent stronger than those that Watt
observed, providing the French also
added 50 per cent to the rate of
power of its horses too. The most
preferred standardized horsepower
rating is the brake horse power
(bhp) rating. This is the rate of
power actually delivered to the fly-
wheel of an automotive engine.
A survey of the Italian CUNO and
the German DIN ratings show that
these very closely approximate the
bhp rating. Britain has two ratings.
One indicates the horsepower de-
livered to the flywheel with the en-
gine installed in the chassis. This
is the Nett rating. The Gross bhp
is determined on a test bed. Author-
ities consider the Gross bhp to be
about 71/2 per cent above the Nett
figure.
What about the United States? In
this country, the most prevalent rat-
ing is the SAE bhp. In all quarters,
this rating is considered to be highly
optimistic and at times by as much
as 10 per cent. Why is this so? A
glance at the conditions under which
it is determined can explain. Here
are those conditions: no air-cleaner,
no fan, generator-grounded, heat to
intake manifold blocked-off, stand-
ard carburetor adjusted for maxi-
mum power at each speed setting,
and standard distributor similarly
adjusted. Further, all readings are
corrected to a dry air pressure of
29.92 inches of mercury and 60n F
atmospheric temperature.
The GM Corporation uses another
method at times called "Test Num-
(Continued on Page 22)
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"NOW LET'S PUT IT ALL TO WORK"
An engineer knows no greater satisfaction
than putting his training, his ideas
and energy to work. At Detroit Edison,
engineering talent finds rewarding oppor-
tunities for expression and professional
advancement in this great and growing
industrial center of Southeastern Michigan.
You might be interested in training as a
Detroit Edison Project Engineer, develop-
ing vital power-producing installations.
Or you may prefer Research or Electrical
Systems or Production Engineering—just
three of many challenging fields open to you
at Detroit Edison.
For full career information, write for our
free booklet about professional opportuni-
ties for graduates in our company. Address
is 2000 Second Ave., Detroit 26, Mich. Or
talk with our representative when he arrives
on your campus.
THE DETROIT EDISON COMPANY
An Investor-Owned Electric Light and Power Company





An investment that pays divi-
dends in looks. Natural Shoul-
der, Ivy cut Wool or Orlon/
Wool in plain or patterns.
Shape retention fabric geared
for the College Man. Sizes 35
to 44.
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(Continued from Page 20)
ber 7." This test incorporates less
corrections and a more realistic ap-
proach to engine set-up. In 1955, the
SAE rating on the Chevrolet V-8 en-
gine was 180 bhp at 4600 RPM. This
was the horsepower figure widely
advertised. Test Number 7 indicated
a maximum bhp of 160 at 4300 RPM.
Pontiac's super-stock Test Num-
ber 7 bhp is 348. The SAE rating is
over 400 horsepower.
MORE CONFUSION
The chances of the horsepower
hoax getting straightened out are
rather remote at the present time.
However, there is the possibility of
a new horsepower system being in-
troduced. One big drawback of pres-
ent rating systems is the only ap-
proximate methods for measuring
the torque of the engine.
An engineer named David Bastow
has suggested an empirical formula
based on an extensive analysis of
the known powers of a large num-
ber of modern engines.
It is:
bhp is proportional to r"65 d" S1135
where r=the compression ratio
d=the cylinder diameter
s=the stroke
A limiting value on r has been set at:
r proportional to
do.25
The advantages of this system lie
in the fact that this syst:-.rn could in-
dicate the horsepower of an engine
while it is still on the drawing board.
Of course, everyone would like to
know how closely it approaches the
present system. Twenty race en-
gines of European design were com-
pared with both systems. Race en-
gines were chosen because they
would give some indication of future
engine developments. In all cases,
the greatest deviation was 4.6 per
cent. The average was less than 2
per cent deviation. However, the
comparison was also made with 4
pre-war race engines. In this, the
deviation was in all cases over 5 per
cent and in one case a deviation of
32 per cent was noted.
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Your future in chemical engineering is his business
He's a Monsanto Professional Employment representa-
tive. He's your representative, too ... your link between
campus and company. His knowledge of Monsanto is
complete, and he's especially qualified to counsel with
you regarding your future.
Ask him about Monsanto's diversity—in geography,
activities, products— that means ever-expanding op-
portunity for the young man of exceptional promise.
Ask him about Monsanto's research-mindedness, how
it helps develop your creativity. Ask this expert in
futures about the future Monsanto offers you in research,
engineering, manufacturing and marketing.
See your Placement Director to arrange an interview
when we visit your campus soon. Or write for our
new brochure, "You, Your




pany, St. Louis 66, Missouri.
a
ALL QUALIFIED APPLICANTS WILL RECEIVE CONSIDERATION WITHOUT REGARD TO RACE, CREED, COLOR OR NATIONAL ORIGIN





My job? Flight mechanics. I'm working
on trajectories for spacecraft JPL
hasn't even designed yet. Most of
my work is based on advanced
propulsion systems. Ion propulsion,
for example.
The people I work with would be
pretty hard to beat anywhere. As
far as being in the midst of things,
you'd have to go some to find a place
better than this. The only planetary
shots are coming right from here.
I'm not married. But even if I were,
there'd be no problem. After all,
my first love is right here.
I did my undergraduate work at
UCLA. In 1956, I began working at
JPL part time, while I was in graduate
school. When I got my doctorate,
I just naturally stayed on here.
As far as technical facilities, again
it's hard to beat. Computers, one of
the best libraries there is, and
Caltech just down the road. I like
surfing on off hours. And the Pacific's
only an hour away.
114
Sometimes if things are really hot,
I come back to the office in the
evenings. Then I may take off time
here and there. The main thing is to
get the job done.
I like it very much. It's a real nice
place to work. If I ride my bike, it
takes about 15 minutes to get
here from home. If I take my car,
about 10 minutes.
You've just been talking with Dr.
William Melbourne, scientist at Jet
Propulsion Laboratory. He's been at
JPL for six years. And he's here to
stay. If you'd like to work with men
like him...if you'd like to be part
of the challenge he faces...then
write to JPL today.
"Research and development for




Operated by California Institute of Technology for
the National Aeronautics & Space Administration
4800 Oak Grove Drive, Pasadena, California
Attention: Personnel Department 102
"An equal opportunity employer"
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greek briefs
THETA XI
Has anyone noted the dingy gray
pallor suspended over the TX house
lately? It seems that summer has
taken a devastating toll of brothers,
may they rest in peace. Charlie
Spencer and Pat Hauert were drag-
ged down, hog-tied, and carted off
to the sacrificial altar to repeat a
few words, upon which neither their
life, nor their paycheck, will ever
revert to their possession. The hor-
rendous thing about it was they had
never intended to give up life this
early, but were set upon with craft.
Respective spouses Pat Spencer (for-
merly Uhde) and Carol Hauert (for-
merly Torbet) may have a varying
outlook, standing on the other side
of the fence, although I can't vouch
for the intensity of greenness of the
growth under foot. Another startling
increment of gossip: Joe Byrd, Bill
Teegarden, Bob Brown, and Smiley
Bill Edmons are engaged to Myrna
Rhees, Janet Graves, Carol Hoff-
man, and Carole Sue Hanna respec-
tively. Bob's last ray to the outside
world will be severed on December
21, 1962.
On the brighter side, Theta Xi
has seen quite a profitable summer.
All chapters of the old national fra-
ternity, Kappa Sigma Kappa, have
now become Theta Xi, making it 69
chapters. On a slightly different
scale, there was an addition which,
although not as huge on the national
scale, is big on the local scene: the
pledging of Bud Watson and Terry
Larson.
It appears the balance of power
has again shifted. Our chief honcho
for the semester is Gerald K. Oxley,
who victoriously crashed into D.
Lynn Roberts' footholds. It seems
D. Lynn, looking for greater oppor-
tunities, has become Student Coun-
cil President of Rose Poly. Maybe
he'll try for JFK next. Our Vice
Honcho is Patrick Hauert (will mar-
riage affect his decisions?) . For
money-man, Robert L. Murray.
Large House manager, Al Cleek,
and Petite House Manager, Nikky
Bradley, Curt Yee corresponding
secretary and E. Bruce Baker,
Scholarship.
Our homecoming project is under
way, with Ron Andis heading the
pack. We are also planning our sec-
ond annual homecoming banquet for
alumni. It should be a gala affair.
They can gather around and admire
the long-lost softball trophy, discus-
sing their former prowess.




Most of us have probably never
thought about it, but a freshman's
beanie is a very symbolic thing. Not
only does the green symbolize the
inexperience of the typical frosh, but
also serves as a "go" signal for all
to begin a new semester's work.
The red button warns the fresh-
man of the difficulties that lie before
him, and also signifies the end of an-
other adventurous summer.
Fraternally, the main event this
past summer was the 40th Grand
Chapter, held in Pittsburgh from
August 26 through 30. Beta Upsi-
lon's delegates were Brothers Bob
Lovell and Gib Robinson, both of
whom managed to have a good time
between meetings and legislative
sessions.
Socially, the main event was the
(Continued an Page 28)
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"A case could be made, therefore,"
he states, "for including technology
among the ingredients of a liberal
education. But technology in uni-
versities could be made to play a
far more important part than this:
it could be the cement between sci-
ence and humanism. . . . For tech-
nology is inseparable from men and
communities. In this respect tech-
nology differs from pure science. It
is the essence of the scientific meth-
od that the human element must be
eliminated. . . . Unlike science, tech-
nology concerns the applications of
science to the needs of man and so-
ciety. Therefore technology is in-
separable from humanism." 9
The great value of the social sci-
ences to engineering education
should be the preparation of the en-
gineer to assume his social responsi-
bilities. Most engineering works
have economic and social, as well as
technical criteria, but engineering
9. Sir Eric Ashby, "Technology and the Academ-
ics ; An essay on Universities and the Scien-
tific Revolution." Macmillan Co., Ltd. London,
195g (81-82)•
Experience
is a great teacher
but . . .
you can learn more
from books
cheaper and faster
Order your books through
Rose Polytechnic
Book Store
education and, in recent decades, en-
gineering practice have concentrated
the majority of their interest on the
technical criteria. This is no longer
acceptable in a group which has pro-
fessional responsibilities. In this re-
gard, Bertrand Russell's warning to
scientists is equally applicable to en-
gineers. "It is impossible," says Rus-
sell, "in the modern world for a man
of science to say with any honesty,
'My business is to provide knowl-
edge, and what is made of the
knowledge is not my responsibility.'
. . We have it in our power to make
a good world; and therefore, with
'whatever labor and risk, we must
make it." 1"
Rene Dubos has this to say: "Now
it can be said that it is possible to
achieve almost anything we want—
so great is the effectiveness of tech-
nology based on the experimental
method. Thus, the main issue for
scientists and for society as a whole
is now to decide what to do among
all the things that could be done and
10. Bertrand Russell, "The Social Responsibility









Daily from 5-9 p.m.
Sundays from 11:30 a.m. - 9 p.m.




FILET MIGNON DINNER 2.50
BUFFET LUNCHEON
SPECIAL
ALL YOU CAN EAT
THE ABOVE ARE JUST A FEW
OF OUR FAVORITE
SELECTIONS.
P.S.—Don't forget to try our delicious
Shrimp-Salad on Friday nights!
Woodridge Restaurant
OIL Wabash at East end. of Terre Haute
should be done. Unless scientists are
willing to give hard thought—in-
deed, their hearts—to this latter as-
pect of their social responsibilities,
they may find themselves someday
in the position of the Sorcerer's Ap-
prentice, unable to control the force
they have unleashed. And they may
have to confess, like Captain Ahab,
in "Moby Dick," that all of their
methods are sane, their goal mad." 
Another factor of importance to
the new engineering has been the in-
troduction of the high-speed digital
computer. Although in a real sense
this is only a tool, it is one of the
most powerful yet made available to
engineers and scientists. Its use
opens up new approaches to engin-
eering analysis and design in such
diverse fields as structures, water-
resourse development, inventory
control, and networks. As complex
new problems are solved and pro-
grams developed, much of the rou-
tine design work now done by en-
gineers will be eliminated. This in-
fers the need for a small number
11. Rene Dubos, "The Dream of Reason." Horizon.
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of highly skilled professionals, able
to make a broad analysis of a given
problem and a decision on the type
of solution to be employed; the com-
puter will then carry out the design.
The design, in turn, will be turned
over to the technicians for the re-
duction to plans. The approach again
emphasizes the trend toward a smal-
ler number of highly trained profes-
sionals, the elimination of many of
the routine type of engineer-design-
ers, and the acceptance of techni-
cians as an important element in the
engineering team.
If most of the argument for a new
kind of engineer so far seems aca-
demic, it is purposely so, for most
of the incentive for the changes re-
ferred to are coming from the en-
gineering schools or from educators.
Obviously this can be a temporary
situation only; any meaningful
change will have the blessing and the
cooperation of the entire profession.
There is an element of danger, how-
ever, in the present situation, as
there is probably less cooperation
between schools of engineering and
the profession than exists in any of
the other comparable groups; law
schools, medical schools or depart-
ments of science, and their practic-
ing graduates.
The engineering schools and the
profession must be brought closer
together, and this will be even more
necessary as engineering curricula
get more highly theoretical. The
time appears to be at hand when the
profession must take an active role
in education, either by providing a
form of interns:hip for the new grad-
uate, or by having outstanding pro-
fessionals serve as "clinical" profes-
sors in their fields of specialization,
particularly in design.
The challenge, and hence the op-
portunity, facing the engineering
profession today is perhaps greater
than at any previous time in engin-
eering history. Metropolitan devel-
opment in the United States, with
its related problems of municipal
services, transportation and plan-
ning; the engineering problems asso-
ciated with the meteoric aspirations
of the so-called underdeveloped ar-
eas; construction; space travel;
water-resources development; indus-
trial engineering.
Perhaps no better way could be
found of emphasizing the engineer's
determination to assume his respon-
sibility to meet these problems than
to paraphrase the recent Yale Uni-
versity report on engineering edu-
cation: "The increasing importance
of technology in determining the
structure of our society and the na-
ture of our institutions, the contin-
ued infusion of techniques from en-
gineering, science and mathematics
into the social sciences and even the
humanities, and the importance of
engineering or engineering view-
points to the solution of many of the
pressing problems of civilization
make a strong engineering school in
the context of a great university pe-
culiarly important and relevant." '2
It can be said, with equal convic-
tion, that the existence of a great
engineering profession in the context
of a great nation is also peculiarly
important and peculiarly relevant.
12. Report of the Committee for the Study of En-
gineering Education at Yale University, sub-
mitted to the President of the University. New
Haven, Conn.. October 23, 1961.
CIVIL ENGINEERS:
Prepare for your future in highway
engineering—get the facts about new
DEEP-STRENGTH (Asphalt-Base) pavement
With today's "giant step forward" in pavement engineering—
DEEP-STRENGTH (Asphalt-Base) pavement—there is need for
engineers with a solid background in the fundamentals of
Asphalt technology and pavement construction.
Because new DEEP-STRENGTH Asphalt-base
construction provides the most durable, most
economical pavement modern engineering science
has developed, Interstate and primary superhigh-
ways in all parts of the country are being built with
advanced design DEEP-STRENGTH Asphalt pavement.
Already, more than 90% of America's paved roads and
streets are surfaced with Asphalt. And Asphalt pavements
have successfully kept America's wheels rolling since 1876.
Your contribution—and reward—in our nation's vast road-
building program can depend on your knowledge of modern
Asphalt technology. So, prepare for your future now. Write for
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GREEK BRIEFS
(Continued from Page 25)
arrival of a young "Moose." Brother
Tom Davidson and his wife Sandy
became the proud parents of a baby
boy, Thomas John, on September
4th. Larry Hall was hit by mid-
summer madness, as evidenced by
the engagement ring on the hand of
Miss Sue Hawley. Ed Zaenglein and
Mike Francis lost their hearts and
white stars to Misses Hermandean
Clark and Sue Friel, respectively.
From the number of splendid
physiques, golden tans, and fallen
arches seen at 831 South Center, it
could be deduced that Sigma Nu was
well represented at the Ft. Leonard
Wood Rest Haven this summer.
But enough for the summer; Beta
Upsilon is now in preparation for
bigger and better things in the year
ahead. The social season will get un-
der way September 28th with a mix-
er between the chapter and the
young lovelies from SMW.
Plans are in the making for a
great new homecoming display this
year under the direction of Brother
Neil Irwin.
Sigma Nu plans to keep its stand-
ing in athletics with five men on the
Rose varsity football squad. The
chapter is endeavoring to capture
the IF football trophy for the fourth
consecutive season under the able
guidance of Brother Jon "Tiger"
Toole.
The chapter is proud to announce
the initiation of three new members
on September 23. We are confident
that Joe Wise, Pete Petrowsky, and
Bob "Dallas" Parks will carry on in
the true tradition of Beta Upsilon.
Thus ends our summer song, but
before I bid you all happy gunning
this semester, I should like to leave
with you these words of wisdom, "A
rolling stone not only gathers no
moss or other greenery, but the
tracks it leaves are nil."
Dick Swan
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
Looking forward to a productive
academic and social year, the Broth-
ers of Lambda Chi Alpha returned
enthusiastically to the campus.
Upon arriving at the Lambda Chi
house at 912 South Sixth, the Broth-
ers found shelter under a newly-
installed roof. To provide increased
use of leisure time, a new television
set has been purchased.
Best wishes and heartiest congrat-
ulations are extended by the chap-
ter to the Brothers who have re-
cently yielded to the friendly per-
suasion of the fair sex.
Brother Joe Andel, '62, and the
former Miss Jean Visclosky, who at-
tended Indiana State, were wed on
August 25 in Holy Angel Church,
Gary, Indiana. The Andels are re-
siding in Chicago, Ill.
Miss Susan Chapman, a former
Zeta Tau Alpha at ISC, became the
wife of Brother Don Bonness, '62.
They were married in the First Bap-
tist Church of Washington, Indiana,
on September 2, and are living in
Milwaukee, Wis.
Brother Ron Johnson, '62, joined
the former Miss Linda Kovach at
the altar of Centenary Methodist
Church of Terre Haute on July 8.
Linda was a Delta Gamma at ISC.
The engagement of Brother Andy
Hrezo, '62, to Miss Harriet Cox, '62,
of St. Mary-of-the-Woods College,
has been announced. A November
24 wedding is planned to take place
in Jacksonville, Fla.
Brother Don Robinson, '62, has
announced plans for his marriage to
Miss Donna Buchanan, '62 graduate
of ISC. The wedding will take place
in late November.
Brother Steve (They'll never get
me) Ban, '62, was pinned to Miss
Margie (I'll bet I do) Cahill, in May.
Margie is a '62 graduate of St. Mary-
of-the-Woods College.
Pledging his heart, Brother Norm
Schult gave his pin to Miss Leanne
Cerny, a Phi Mu at Bowling Green
University, Ohio, in July.
Miss Nancy Gottsche, Indiana
Business College, Indianapolis, be-
came the new bearer of the badge
of Brother Vaughn Love in July.
Greetings of the chapter are sent
to Brother Bill Brown, '62, who is
in Edinburgh, Scotland as an Inter-
national Farm Youth Exchange stu-
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dent. Brother Brown will return to
the United States in November of
this year.
The chapter is proud to welcome
a new pledge, Bob Allen, a transfer
student from Wichita.
The inter-fraternity scholarship
trophy returns to the Lambda Chi
Alpha mantle this fall, a result of
the Brothers' spring scholastic ef-
fort. Though the Brothers will
strive to keep the trophy there, all of
the chapter's energy is not expended
on studies.
Led by coach Ernie Kovacs, the
I-F football team is eager to make a
successful start of the athletic year.
'Roses and Lollipops,' a mixer
held with the Gamma Phi Beta's of
ISC on Sept. 21, occasioned the be-
ginning of the Lambda Chi social
year.
The chapter is anticipating an ex-
citing Homecoming weekend, which
will include a display-stuffing party
with the St. Anthony nurses, follow-
ing a buffet dinner at the house.
Highlighting the festivities of Home-
coming will be a house party after
the bonfire on Friday, with the
alumni as welcomed guests, and a
punch party before the homecoming
dance on Saturday. Open house will
be held on Saturday for the alumni.
Ron Turaski
ALPHA TAU OMEGA
Once again we are assembled here
at 1454 S. Center to start another
riproaring semester.
With paintbrush in hand and sev-
eral gallons of white paint to back
us up, we here at Gamma Gamma
bravely attacked and conquered the
new addition of our house. The
paint-type work is over now and the
think-type work has begun.
It was a romanceless summer for
some, but this was obviously not the
ease for five of the brothers. Broth-
ers Chapman, Frischkorn, Long,
Wagner, and Yager all lost their pins
in a moment of weakness. Jim Doo-
little became pinned to a more in-
animate object—a Morgan -1- 4.
Sunday, September 16, was initia-
tion for Jack Cox. We are very hap-
py to have Jack as a new active
member.
Many Tau's are active in publica-
tions and organizations this year.
Del Ellis has been instrumental in
forming the flying club here at Rose.
The Congress of Alpha Tau Omega
was held in the city of the golden
triangle, Pittsburgh, Pa. Our boss,
Nick Kira, and the hoarder of the
money here, Rick Rapson, traveled
to the Congress along with Chuck
Huppert. They returned with some
useful and interesting information.
Brothers Yager and Reeves are
lending their speed and power to the
cause of Rose's football team. We
wish the Engineers luck, and intend
to support them all the way.
Speaking of football, the Tau's are
ready to go after the I.M. champion-
ship this fall. The team is under the
capable leadership of Evan Johnson
who says the team is looking tough
—especially with brother Gesell on
the line.
And so another year has begun
here at A.T.O. We hope everyone
will blend fun, work, and friend-
ship to bring about a highly suc-
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We've doubled our facilities to
double your shopping pleasure
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research and development
MACHINES THAT READ
In the continuing swing to indus-
trial economy, thought by some to be
a machine-for-man trade, the com-
puter-calculator devices are playing
an ever-increasing role. Three new
gadgets have come to the attention
of this publication recently, all with
a view toward greater productivity
enjoyed more economically.
IBM is now testing a machine de-
signed to "eliminate the middle man
operation" in computer systems. Ac-
cording to Robert B. Arronson, As-
sociate Editor of Mechanical Engi-
neering in their September, 1962
edition, this machine will read num-
bers with 98.5 per cent accuracy,
punch the card necessary for the
computer command operation, and
finally deliver the information to
the computer.
Ordinarily, this operation requires
an engineer or mathematician to
write the program, and the "middle
man" to punch the tape and enter it
into the computer.
The original problem to such a
device lay in man's inability to de-
velop a systematic style of writing.
This machine will read varied types
of handwriting styles requiring only
moderate ability in penmanship.
Another "miracle of our age" from
the desk of the "atomic age" engi-
neer is a numerically controlled en-
gineering drafting machine. Again,
the engineer can translate the design
drawing into computer language
from which the computer will punch
a paper tape. Even master lofting
layouts can be drawn in a variety
of pen or pencil settings. Accuracy
with this machine, now in operation
at General Dynamic's Fort Worth
plant, is increased by 500 (/; over that
normally acceptable for such work.
At the same time, the work can be
done faster, and even more economi-
cally than by the use of human
draftsmen. With these advantages,
the machine also can punch a tape
for a numerically controlled milling
machine to produce the finished
parts and tools.
The third product to be reviewed
is one produced by Pratt and Whit-
ney Company in October, 1961. This
is a relatively inexpensive numeri-
cally controlled machine tool. Want-
ing to produce such a tool to make
the small jobber competitive with
the large shop, Pratt and Whitney
set out to produce a low cost, effi-
cient, simple machine tool. Their
product is called the Tape-O-Matic
Drill and is in the sub-$10,000 range.
This machine reads a punched pa-
per tape which gives it such infor-
mation as position of the operation,
the operation to be performed, and
the next operation in the sequence.
So a programmer is necessary to
decide on the location of the zero
point (the zero reference point can
be established within - 30 in. of the
table center) and to translate the
coordinate information from a draw-
ing to a paper tape. But the opera-
tor can operate many machines at
one time since the cycle of operation
is entirely automatic. Not only ac-
curacy, but a 300 in. per min. table
movement assures speed of opera-
tion.
A paper tape punch for preparing
the tapes and having a keyboard
similar to a desk calculator provides
for simple in-the-shop translation.
Therefore, the individual shop can
become self-sufficient in the opera-
tion of its Tape-O-Matic. Profes-
sional drawing translators are avail-
able, however, if the shop chose to
solicit their aid.
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"How many new products have
been developed recently?"
"How many new plants built
in the past 5 years?"
"What is the annual
expenditure for research ?"
Students very rarely ask a campus interviewer ques-
tions like these. But they should. The answers will re-
veal a great deal about a company. Allied
Chemical has the answers. Ask our repre-
sentative next time he visits your campus.
When you talk with him, be sure to ask
the questions you want to ask. Answering
your questions is an important part of our




BASIC TO AMERICA'S PROGRESS
give you all the facts you need in order
to make a sound career decision.
Your placement office can tell you when
our representative will arrive—and sup-
ply you with a copy of "Your Future in
Allied Chemical." Allied Chemical Corp.,
Dept. 100, 61 Broadway, N. Y. 6, N. Y.
DIVISIONS: BARRETT•GENERAL CHEMICAL•INTERNATIONAL•NATIONAL ANILINE •NITROGEN•PLASTICS•SEMET-SOLVAY•SOLVAY PROCESS•UNION TEXAS PETROLEUM
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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If you are about to decide on your
future employment and are grad-
uating with outstanding scholastic
achievement in engineering or the
physical sciences . . . the Sandia
Corporation would like to arrange
an interview with you.
At Sandia, you would work in re-
search, design and development, or
engineering. Our scientists and en-
gineers are engaged in projects in
the fields of solid state physics,
plasma physics, materials research,
explosives technology, pulse phe-
nomena and radiation damage.
You would work in a modern well-
equipped $120 million laboratory






nation's outstanding technical per-
sonnel. You would receive liberal
benefits which, in addition to insur-
ance, retirement and vacation, in-
clude an opportunity for continuing
your graduate studies.
You would be employed in sunny,
dry Albuquerque, a Southwestern
cultural center of over 250,000, or
in our laboratory at Livermore,
California, with all the advantages
of the San Francisco Bay area.
Electrical and Mechanical Engineers
at all Degree Levels











Sandia Corporation recruiters will be
on your campus soon.* For appoint-
ment for interview, see your College
Placement Officer now.
Equal Opportunity Employer
ink INJ CD I ink
CORPORATION
'The Sandia representative will be on campus Nov. 19.
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
LIVERMORE. CALIFORNIA
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LETTER
(Continued from Page 11)
dering why he was having trouble
— then you begin to wonder.
As to what the Alumni Associa-
tion does, I do not think what you
want is a cold list of specific actions
but rather an expression of the over-
all purpose of the organization or
the basic reason for it's being. To
me that tenet is to perpetuate and
unify the loyalty and enthusiasm of
Rose Alumni — unique in their field
in both quantity and quality — and
to utilize that loyalty and enthusi-
asm to support and advance in all
ways, including scholarship help,
the outstanding position of Rose
Polytechnic Institute in the field of
higher learning.
Changes in Engineering as a pro-
fession since I started? Well, as other
Rose Alumni have indicated in their
contributions to our publications, it
probably is true that 40 years ago
engineers were considered more as
highly trained technical personnel
rather than as representatives of a
profession and the move to gain the
professional recognition, justifiably
ours as much as that accorded to the
medical and legal fields, is, I believe,
a very important change. I person-
ally have not been conscious of any-
one belittling engineering but may-
be that is because I always have
considered it a profession and ap-
L
proached any angle of it in that posi-
tive attitude.
The so-called Founder's Societies,
I am sure, have always felt they
were professional organizations, but
the National Society of Professional
Engineers founded in 1934 (basically
an organization of State Engineer-
ing Societies) has the attainment of
such professional recognition as the
ultimate goal of all its activities. One
of these is watching legislation af-
fecting engineering at the national
level and "putting in its oar" to
maintain such recognition. State
chapters do likewise at the state
level. Professional registration and
support of N.S.P.E. thru state chap-
ters will advance professional recog-
nition and we are many years late
on our way to that goal.
And now I should philosophize (a
little?) — well, just a couple of
cent's worth and that will have to
include the advice, if any, to to-
day's students. Also I would be less
than honest if I did not qualify these
remarks with the statement that
much philosophy is a "tongue in the
cheek deal" to some extent — you
know — "do as I say but not as I
do" — for I'm just another human
being. I believe you will find this
basically to be true tho. Live for the
benefit of all those you come into
contact with in life, for the benefit
of your community and your coun-
try and your God ( your belief) —
and you will find that you have
lived the best for your own sake and
for Rose. One more admonishment
and I'll quit. At the pace we travel
today, don't burn the candle at both
ends, but if you're ever tempted to
do less than your best at any time
— DON'T! Robert Frost, the poet,
puts it in a beautiful way: —
The woods are lovely, dark and deep
But I have promises to keep
A ncl miles to go before I sleep
And miles to go before I sleep.
On the basis of my bank account
or degrees or titles after my name,
I'm afraid I can't qualify as an il-
lustrious son of Rose — but then
there can't be all "Chiefs," there
have to be some "Indians" — and
who knows? — maybe it's a good
thing for an "Indian" to pop up now
and then. But I'll concede not even
a flick of the eye to any Alumnus
when it comes to the matters of
esteem for my Alma Mater, singing
her praises or doing whatever I can
in her behalf. I could wish no finer
exhilirant or satisfaction to any
Alumnus or "Alumnus to be" than
the essence of what "Dear Old Rose''
means to me — that's from the heart
and I hope it finds it's way into
yours!
Yours in the Order of the
Elephant,
E. MILES GRIFFITH, P.E. - '23
ENGINEER'S No. 1510 MULTI-LOG Duplex 10" SLIDE RULES
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[ Scales on Front Face]
LL8 log-Log scales ranging
from .99 to 10. '
DF, CF : pi-folded scales.
CIF : Inverted folded scale.
CI : Inverted scale of C.
C, D : Fundamental scales.
1.13, LL, : Log-Log scales ranging
from 1.01 to 10'
[Scales on Rear Face]
LL„ : Log-Log scale ranging
from .999 to .990.
: Mantissa scale.
: Scale of cubes
A, B : Scales of squares.
: Scale of sines.
ST : Scale of sines and tan-
gents for small angles.
0
GUARANTEED
YOU can't buy a finer
more accurate Slide
Rule anywhere at any
price.
Your name and address on a
• Post ('ard w ill bring you our
complete catalog.
T Scale of tangents.
C, D : Fundamental scales
DI : Inverted scale of D.
: Pythagorean scale.
Log-Log scale ranging
from 1.001 to 1.01.
THE ENGINEER'S No. 1510 Multi-Log Duplex 10" Slide Rule is the most modern
and efficient Slide Rule equipped w ith extended Log-Log Scales and the P Scale designed especi-
ally for Professional Engineers, Nlathematicians. Scientists and Students.
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE Engineer's Slide Rules are Guaranteed to he of the very
finest quality Noted for their accuracy, workmanship, design and lasting service. If you
aren't completely satisfied just return the Slide Rule within 10 days for refund of your money.
This same type and quality Slide Rule sold in stores across America for $26.75 retail.
Students in more than 500 American Colleges and Universities are now using this slide
rule in their Engineering, Physics and Math ('ourses.
YOU SAVE $7.00 Price Delivered $19.75by Return Mail
USE COUPON TO ORDER
Crawford Engr. Equip. Co.
Box 638, Joanna, S. C.
Enclosed is my Check or Money Order
for $19.75 for which send me at once
the No. 1510 ENGINEER'S Multi-Log
Duplex 10" Slide Rule. ('omplete in
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library notes
All of us are guilty of burning
books; we do it not with a flame
but by sh,eer neglect."
Elmo Roper
Many of you, I am sure, have
missed Mrs. Kitaoka in the library
this semester. It is a pleasure to an-
nounce that she is the mother of a
fine big son, Eric.
In the absence of a full time li-
brary assistant we are going to have
two part time assistants this year.
One of these assistants is Mrs. Paul-
ine Bennett (wife of you know
who). Mrs. Bennett is a graduate of
West Virginia Wesleyan College
where she was a student assistant
in the library. She has had a great
many years of experience in school
and public libraries. She has also
had some graduate library training
in the Library School of the Uni-
versity of Illinois. The second part
time assistant is yet to be hired.
Each summer vacation many ex-
cellent books come in to the library.
This summer has been no exception.
The following books are ready fo:
circulation and merit your attention:
Faulkner, William. The Reivers.
Random House, c1962.
The Reivers is, with no reserva-
tions whatsoever, one of the fun-
niest books in our literature. To
reveal too much of the plot would
be a discourtesy to the reader, for
this is a book which moves on the
wheels of breathless suspense.
Nabokov, Vladimir. Pale Fire.
Putnam, c1962.
Pale Fire is truly a unique book
. . . only Nabokov could have
created it. If you will recall he was
the author of Lolita, so you should
read this book with interest!
Ruark, Robert. Uhuru.
McGraw-Hill, c1962.
This is a novel of Africa today.
Uhuru is the one word most used
and abused in Africa today. It
means "Freedom." While the
characters are fictional it is basic-
ally a true story.
Seton, Anya. Devil Water.
Houghton Mifflin, c1962.
Like all of Anya Seton's books,
Devil Water combines thoroughly
documented history with superb
storytelling. The stream called
Devil Water ran — and indeed,
still runs — through the Northum-
brain estate of the Radcliffes,
Earls of Derwenwater. It is a true
story of Charles Radcliffe, who
escaped from Newgate prison.
Wouk, Herman. Youngblood Hawke.
Doubleday, c1962.
This is Herman Wouk's first novel
since 1955. It is a powerful one
about a man, a talent, and the way
he lives. It provides a sweeping
panorama of the United States to-
day and it builds at last to a
thundering climax.
We wish to call your attention to
our now expanded facilities for rec-
ord storage. We have over three
hundred-fifty records for your listen-
ing pleasure. New ones are to be
found frequently on the shelves.
Some of them are:
Bernstein, Leonard. West side story.
Columbia.
Delightful listening by Percy
Faith strings.
Brahms, Johannes. Concerto in A
minor for violin and cello (and)
by Carson Bennett
"Tragic overture." Columbia.
Zino Francescatti, violin; Pierre
Fournier, cello. Columbia Sym-




Glen Gould, pianist for ten de-
lightful intermezzi.
Mozart, Wolfgang. Serenade No. 10
in B flat major. Mercury.
Eastman symphonic wind en-
semble; Frederick Fennell, con-
ductor.
Mozart, Wolfgang, Symphony in D
major, K. 385 (Haffner) .




Schubert Franz. Symphony No. 9 in





This is a delightful record and
quite unique. It is played by a
fabulous orchestra of one hundred
guitars in a program of Spanish
popular and semi-classical music.
Shakespeare, William. As you like it.
Caedmon.
Three records and a complete text.
Shakespeare, William. Coriolanus.
Caedmon.
Three records and a complete text.
Sousa, John Philip.
Sound off, marches. Mercury.
Eastman wind ensemble;
Frederick Fennell, conductor.
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2000 mph airliner...another engineering challenge!
On the drawing boards of aircraft
engineers, plans are taking shape
for a supersonic passenger jet —
one that will fly from New York
to London in just over 2 hours, at
Mach-3 speeds of 2000 m.p.h. or
more. The delta-shaped transport,
flying at altitudes up to 80,000
feet, would make today's fastest
airliners seem as pokey as stage-
coaches. And what size! Perhaps
two hundred feet from nose to
tail. Three stories tall.
Through the intensive research
of the metallurgical engineer will
come a metal for the skin of this
mighty airliner. One that will be
able to withstand critically high
temperatures — up to 630°F —
caused by supersonic speeds.
Challenging? An engineering
career, such as metallurgy, is full
of challenges. Whether it's excit-
ing, new designs for a supersonic
airliner, a gas-turbined car, a
nuclear-powered ship, you'll be at
work in a stimulating profession
—one with room for advancement
— one that promotes progress and
economic growth.
INTERNATIONAL NICKEL
The International Nickel Company, Inc., is the United States affiliate of The International Nickel Company of Canada, Limited
— producer of Inco Nickel, Copper, Cobalt, Iron Ore, Tellerium, Selenium, Sulfur and Platinum, Palladium and Other Precious Metals.
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Patient (to beautiful nurse) :
"I'm in love with you. I don't want
to get well."
Nurse: "You won't. The doctor
saw you kissing me and he's in love
with me too."
"There's a woman peddler at the
door."
"Show him in and tell him to
bring samples with him."
A note from the ISC sports de-
partment : No athlete will be
awarded a letter this season unless
he can tell at a glance which letter
it is.
If all the students who sleep in
class were laid end to end, they
would be more comfortable.
The folks in the next apartment
must have had a big blowout last
night. They hollered and pounded
on the walls until two a.m. Luckily
I was up late practicing on my
drums, so they didn't keep me
awake.
Seems that a wife, who was dear-
ly loved by her husband died. This
devoted husband believed in crema-
tion. After which he placed the
ashes in a vase. Wishing to display
his love for his departed mate by
having her ashes near him, he
placed the vase on his study desk.
After a while, as is the human
habit, he more or less forgot her
"presence" and became quite care-
less with his cigar ashes by using
the vase for an ash tray.
2$ Itooluot94
Stolen by the editorial staff
One evening, a friend who knew
the departed well, was visiting the
widower, and casually glanced into
the vase.
"Ah," he said, "I notice your wife
has put on a little weight."
•
Hold on to your hats! It seems
that these three Indian squaws
all liked to sleep on different kinds
of skin. The first slept on buffalo
skin. The second preferred deer
skin. The third, hippopotamus. As
time passed, the first one had a
daughter, the second had a son, and
the third had twins.
The moral is this: The squaw on
the hippopotamus is equal to the
sum of the squaws on the other two
hides.
Statistics show that St. Mary
graduates have 1.7 children, while
Rose graduates have 1.4 children
on the average. This proves that
women have more children than
men.
If every boy in the U. S. could
read every girl's mind, the gasoline
consumption would drop off fifty
per cent.
College: A fountain of knowledge
where students gather to drink.
Date: "You remind me of the
ocean."
E. E.: "You mean I'm wild, ro-
mantic, and restless?"
Date: "No, you make me sick."
People who live in glass houses
might as well ; everybody knows
they do.
They laughed when I stood up to
sing.
How did I know I was under the
table.
A woman approached the pearly
gates and spoke to St. Peter. "Do
you know if my husband is here?
His name is Smith." "Madam,"
St. Peter admonished, "we have
many Smiths here ; you must be
more specific. Does he have any
outstanding character-
istics?" "Well, he always said that
if I was ever unfaithful to his
name after he died that he would
turn over in his grave." "Oh, of
course," said St. Peter, "you must
mean Whirling Willie Smith."
You know the definition of a
redhead—a Communist outhouse.
Dear Sir :
I am engaged to a girl and have
been informed that you were seen
kissing her. Kindly call at my
fraternity house at seven Friday
evening and make an explanation.
Alfred Zilch
Dear Alf :
I have received a copy of your
form letter and will be present
at this meeting.
Red
English instructor to C. E. : "Do
you enjoy Browning?"
C. E.: "No, but I sometimes have
to resort to it around exam time."
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Kodak beyond the snapshot...
(random notes)
What makes hickory
the way it is
This photomicrograph shows the basic
structure of hickory wood. It was taken
on a plain, ordinary microscope with a
BROWNIE Camera. For details on this
use of BROWNIE Cameras, request a
copy of "Photomicrography with Simple
Cameras" from Eastman Kodak Com-
pany, Sales Service Division, Rochester
4, N.Y. Everybody knows what a
BROWNIE Camera is.
MAKING CHEAP THINGS WORK WELL IS A
GOOD LIFE.
Plenty of lively work at Kodak research-
ing, engineering, producing, and market-
ing all sorts of things.
Huntley with rope
May we please plant a little spore in
the brain intended to grow into a career
not previously contemplated?
Sound, businesslike outfits need well-
grounded engineers to run their photo-
graphic operations. This doesn't neces-
sarily mean making the candid shots at
the boss's daughter's wedding.
We have made a 42-minute movie
called "Photography at work ... a
progress report." (To show it, write
Eastman Kodak Company, Professional
Photographic Sales Division, Rochester
4, N.Y.)
Mr. Chet Huntley narrates. We take
you inside a cake being baked in Day-
ton. We puzzle you with a monstrous
camera intended to take pictures in
Cincinnati without perspective. We show
you how they test a new hydrofoil pn
Lake Washington and what nooks and
crannies a camera can explore when
fitted with fiber optics. We take you to
lots of places, starting on a classy note
with the hunt for anti-matter at
Brookhaven.
If we create the impression that the
great linear accelerator there is nothing
but another camera accessory, do not
conclude that perspective is being
shunned in Rochester as well as in Cin-
cinnati. There is a "low technology"
that civilizations evolve over the mil-
lennia for hewing the wood and drawing
the water of everyday life and a "high
technology." that is called into existence
by the demands of pure science and
then very kindly lowers a rope to haul
up the "low technology". Maybe 1520
feet of movie film is better than rope.
The improvement ol
capacitors
Our polyester is different from other
polyester. We add a cyclohexane ring to
the unit structure, whereas other poly-
ester is just poly(ethylene terephthalate).
The added ring protects against moisture,
raises the melting point, and gives cus-
tomers some reasons of self-interest to
seek out the trademarks KODEL on
polyester fiber and TENITE on poly-
ester molding granules.
When the president of Kodak visited
the lab where, in addition, its electrical
advantages were discovered, we set up
ten .05-iufd 200-v polyester capacitors
for him, identical except that five had
the ring and five didn't. We put them
all in an oven at 185°C and applied 700
volts of dc across them. Within 3 minutes
all five of the p(e t)'s had shorted out.
This was the logical moment for the
president to leave, but realism is com-
pany policy. The president wanted to
watch the first of ours fail. It took 10
minutes. That was four years ago.
We then replaced 15 of the regular
capacitors in a TV set with our kind and
set it to running 9 hours a day, 7 days
a week. All other components that
failed we replaced. For the Electrical
Insulation Show early this year, we
removed the set from the room where
the lab manager hides it and took it to
Washington. It was the hit of the show.
The coincidence that it happened to be
the only TV set in the hall on the day
when the first American was orbiting
the earth might have helped focus atten-
tion on it. It would not have been a
good place for a capacitor to blow.




An interview with General Electric's W. Scott Hill
Manager—Engineering Recruiting
Q. Mr. Hill, I've heard that my first
five years in industry may be the most
critical of my career. Do you agree?
A. Definitely. It is during this stage
that you'll be sharpening your career
objectives, broadening your knowledge
and experience, finding your place in
professional practice and developing
work and study habits that you may
follow throughout your career. It's a
period fraught with challenge and op-
portunity—and possible pitfalls.
Recognizing the importance of this
period, the Engineers' Council for Pro-
fessional Development has published
an excellent kit of material for young
engineers. It is titled "Your First 5
Years." I would strongly recommend
you obtain a copy.*
Q. What can I do to make best use
of these important years?
A. First of all, be sure that the com-
pany you join provides ample opportun-
ity for professional development during
this critical phase of your career.
Then, develop a planned, organized
personal development program—tai-
lored to your own strengths, weaknesses
and aspirations—to make the most of
these opportunities. This, of course,
calls for a critical self appraisal, and
periodic reappraisals. You will find an
extremely useful guide for this pur-
pose in the "First 5 Years" kit I just
mentioned.
Q. How does General Electric en-
courage self development during this
period?
A. In many ways. Because we recog-
nize professional self-development as a
never-ending process, we encourage
technical employees to continue their
education not only during their early
years but throughout their careers.
We do this through a variety of pro-
grams and incentives. General Electric's
Tuition Refund Program, for example,
provides up to 100% reimbursement for
tuition and fees incurred for graduate
study. Another enables the selected
graduate with proper qualifications to
obtain a master's degree, tuition free,
while earning up to 75% of his full-
time salary. These programs are sup-
One af a series . . .
How to Make the Most
of Your First Five Years
MR. HILL has managerial responsibility for General Electric's college recruiting activities
for engineers, scientists, PhD's and technicians for the engineering function of the
Company. Long active in technical personnel development within General Electric, he
also serves as vice president of the Engineers' Council for Professional Development,
board member of the Engineering Manpower Commission, director of the Engineering
Societies Personnel Service and as an officer or member of a variety of technical societies.
plemented by a wide range of techni-
cal and nontechnical in-plant courses
conducted at the graduate level by
recognized Company experts.
Frequent personal appraisals and en-
couragement for participation in pro-
fessional societies are still other ways
in which G.E. assists professional em-
ployees to develop their full potential.
Q. What about training programs?
Just how valuable are they to the
young engineer?
A. Quite valuable, generally. But there
are exceptions. Many seniors and grad-
uate students, for example, already have
clearly defined career goals and profes-
sional interests and demonstrated abili-
ties in a specific field. In such cases,
direct placement in a specific position
may be the better alternative.
Training programs, on the other
hand, provide the opportunity to gain
valuable on-the-job experience in sev-
eral fields while broadening your base
of knowledge through related course
study. This kind of training enables
you to bring your career objectives in-
to sharp focus and provides a solid
foundation for your development, wheth-
er your interests tend toward speciali-
zation or management. This is par-
ticularly true in a highly diversified
company like General Electric where
young technical graduates are exposed
to many facets of engineering and to
a variety of product areas.
Q. What types of training programs
does your company offer, Mr. Hill?
A. General Electric conducts a num-
ber of them. Those attracting the ma-
jority of technical graduates are the
Engineering and Science, Technical
Marketing and Manufacturing Train-
ing Programs. Each includes on:the-job
experience on full-time rotating assign-
ments supplemented by a formal study
curriculum.
Q. You mentioned professional so-
cieties. Do you feel there is any ad-
vantage in joining early in your career?
A. I do indeed. In fact, I would rec-
ommend you join a student chapter on
your campus now if you haven't already
done so.
Professional societies offer the young
engineer many opportunities to expand
his fund of knowledge through associa-
tion with leaders in his profession,
to gain recognition in his field, and to
make a real contribution to his profes-
sion. Because General Electric benefits
directly, the Company often helps de-
fray expenses incurred by professional
employees engaged in the activities of
these organizations.
Q. Is there anything I can do now to
better prepare myself for the transition
from college campus to industry?
A. There are many things, naturally,
most of which you are already doing
in the course of your education.
But there is one important area you
may be overlooking. I would suggest
you recognize now that your job--
whatever it is—is going to be made
easier by the ability to communicate
. . . effectively. Learn to sell yourself
and your ideas. Our own experience at
General Electric—and industry-wide sur-
veys as well—indicates that the lack
of this ability can be one of the major
shortcomings of young technical grad-
uates.
*The kit "Your First 5 Years," pub-
lished by the Engineers' Council for
Professional Development, normally
sells for $2.00. While our limited sup-
ply lasts, however, you may obtain a
copy by simply writing General
Electric Company, Section 699-04,
Schenectady, New York.
(An equal opportunity employer.)
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GENERAL ELECTRIC
